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Wines of Impact was founded in 2020 by Belle Bermúdez, a seasoned professional in the

hospitality industry with nearly 20 years of experience. Her most recent focus was sales and

distribution of fine wines in Southern California. She was inspired by her work with wineries and

winemakers from around the world as a Fine Wine Specialist with a large wine and spirits

distributor and saw firsthand the incredible impact that the wine industry can have on communities

and the environment. She realized that by choosing to sell and serve wines with a mission, she

could make a difference in the world. And so, Wines of Impact was born.

In 2022, the team grew to include Kelso Norris, a skilled sales manager with a passion for wine

and hospitality along with Franceska Herrera, a Chicago native who has managed some of the

best restaurants in Los Angeles over the past 20 years. Together, they set out to create a portfolio

of wines that not only tasted great, but also made a positive impact on the world. 

They partnered with wineries and winemakers who shared their values and were committed to

sustainability, organic farming, and fair labor practices. Today, Wines of Impact is proud to offer a

selection of wines that not only satisfy the palates of restaurant and wine shop owners, but also

make a difference in the lives of the people who produce them.

Belle Bermúdez, CSW CSS
AWS

Founder & Wine Director

Kelso Norris
partner & creative

director

FRANCESKA HERRERA
Sales & operations

manager
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Weingut Norbert Bauer consists of 90 ha of sustainably farmed vineyards in the picturesque Pulkautual area of the
Weinvertel, near the river Pulkau, very close to the Czech border. Their motto is “Tradition in progress—we are where
the wine grows.” The winery has existed since 1721 and is currently owned by Norbert & Gisela Bauer. They are the
11th generation of the Bauer family to operate it and the lineage continues with their five children. Nature remains
one of the most important foundations of the family winery. They recently obtained an Austrian certification for
sustainability that mandates organic practices in the vineyard, as well as sustainable practices for the entire business,
including CO2 emissions for the winery. Schplink!  (Gruner Veltliner) This is a cool climate site that lays at the same
longitude as Champagne Hand harvest. De-stemmed. Gently pressed and allowed to macerate for 12 hours to
increase aromatics. The spontaneous fermentation lasted 22 days at a cool temperature in stainless steel tank. It
remained on the fine lees until 12 hours before filling to keep the wine as young and fresh as possible. Lightly fined
and filtered. 

Domaine Rochebin consists of 50 hectares of sustainably farmed vines located in Aze, the heart of the Mâconnais.
The domaine was established in 1925 and has always been committed to low intervention practice in the cellar that
respect the tradition of the region. Mickaël Marillier is a fountain of dynamic energy. Herrison Rosé  (Grenache)

Fruit from sustainably farmed vineyards around the village of La Sylve in the Herault department of the Languedoc.
After a short maceration on the skins, the grapes are pressed very gently using a pneumatic press and then fermented
in temperature controlled stainless steel tanks.) After resting in tank, the lightly fined and filtered, with SO2 additions
appropriate for maintaining freshness in this format. Herrison Rouge  (Gamay, Pinot Noir) Planted on the top slopes
of East to Southwest facing hill sides and all sustainably farmed. Hand harvest. Fully destemmed and then allowed to
macerate for one week. Fermentation takes place in a temperature controlled stainless steel tank over a period of 7
days with one punch down per day. The juice is then racked into a cement tank and allowed to rest for 5 months.
Lightly fined.. Filtration and sulfur additions appropriate for ensuring freshness in this format.

 Cedric (Malbec) Cedric is born from a 30 hectare certified organic estate, nestled in the heart of the Lot Valley. The
vines are located on the stony third terrace, imparting a light, more mineral driven style. Grapes are carefully selected
and de-stemmed for primary fermentation and MLF in stainless steel. Extraction is gentle, with a short maceration
and an overall light touch. Every decision is intended to preserve the freshness of fruit. Fined and filtered in
accordance with bag-in-box requirements. The pedigree of this producer cannot be under-estimated. Pascal is a
legend in the region. His attention to detail and depth of experience permit him to prevent wines with very minimal
intervention that are clean and reflect their terroir transparently and accurately. This family estate is comprised of 27
hectares of organically farmed vineyards, of which 90% are planted with Malbec. The next generation of the family
took over the estate in the 1990’s and banned the use of all herbicides and chemicals. 
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 Oracle Cellars is a collaboration between Communal and a family
winery with a long history and deep roots in California. After

immigrating from Italy and spending many years farming in Sonoma
County, they were able to purchase a plot of land in Mendocino. It was
there in 1943, that they planted their first vineyard. The estate has now

grown to 400 acres of excellent sites in southern Mendocino County
and is still run by the same family with the help of winemaker Hoss

Milone, who also has deep roots in Mendocino. He is a fourth
generation winemaker and it was later discovered his grandfather

actually tilled the land for that original 1943 vineyard.

 Labyrinth (Barbera, Sangiovese, Zinfandel, field blend) Sustainably farmed. Hand harvest.
Partially destemmed and allowed to soak for 72 hours. Fermentation takes place in
temperature controlled, stainless steel tanks. Pressed to tank and allowed to settle. A portion
of the wine is then racked off into new oak and aged for 12 months. Lightly fined and gently
filtered.

Oracle (Cabernet Sauvignon) Sustainably farmed. Hand harvest. Partially destemmed and
allowed to soak for 72 hours. Fermentation takes place in temperature controlled, stainless
steel tanks. Pressed to tank and allowed to settle. A portion of the wine is then racked off into
new oak and aged for 12 months. Lightly fined and gently filtered.

Callisto (Zinfandel)  Estate grown fruit from sustainably farmed Bliss Ranch & Feliz Ranch in
Mendocino. Hand harvest. Partially destemmed and allowed to soak for 72 hours.
Fermentation takes place in temperature controlled, stainless steel tanks. Pressed to tank and
allowed to settle. The wine is then racked off into a mix of French & American oak (35% new)
and aged for 18 months. Lightly fined and gently filtered.
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 (Pinot Noir) All vineyards are farmed sustainably and located predomindantly in Southern Monterey.
Grapes are destemmed. Primary fermentation and MLF in stainless steel. Maturation in French oak, 45%

new, for 12 months. Lightly fined and filtered.

Alison Crowe grew up in an agricultural family in Santa Barbara and
announced to her parents at 17 that she was going to go to uc davis to

study winemaking. A fixture in the California winemaking world since 1995, she
has a keen eye for quality. strangeways is a blend of fruit from varying
appellations from Napa Valley to the Central Coast. All vineyards are

farmed sustainably. Soil and vine age are as varied as the vineyard sources
and it’s this combination of factors that leads to the wine’s overtly

characterful style. It’s a rare find in California to discover a winery that
truly understands value. 
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 (PINOT GRIS RAMATO) Ebb Tide:  A blend of three sustainably farmed sites from Willamette
Valley, two in Van Duzer and one in McMinnville AVA. All are in close proximity to the Van
Duzer Corridor, which is the low land route to the coast. It is cooler and windier, resulting in
grapes with thicker skins, a longer growing season, richer color firmer acid and tannin
structure. Hand harvest, 100% de-stemmed into 1.5 ton open top fermenters and an
indigenous yeast fermentation (pied de cuve). Pump-overs once or twice a day, depending on
the tank, to introduce oxygen into the fermentation. 6-11 days on the skins, to create different
blending components: structuring tannin to bright and juicy fruit. Once pressed, the wines
completed fermentation in tank, then MLF was completed in neural French Oak barrels. Zero
additives apart from one very small dose of SO2 at the de-stemmer. 

John Grochau's first vintage as owner and winemaker at Grochau Cellars was in
2002. John is a friend of Communal, having developed a relationship with Melissa
on the road, selling wine through the same distributor partners. Melissa was
captivated by the expressiveness and authentic expression of John’s wines, and

as a result, a partnership was formed.

 (PINOT NOIR) Roman Candle: A blend of premium sites from
Willamette Valley, all hand-harvested, with mainly Eola-Amity Hills
and a small percentage of Ribbon Ridge. The Hills sit in front of the
Van Duzer Corridor, which is the low land route to the coast. It is
cooler and windier, resulting in grapes with thicker skins, a longer
growing season, and firmer acid structure. Vineyards are either
certified either Live or Organic. 100% de-stemmed and an
indigenous yeast fermentation, 90% stainless steel and 10%
concrete tank.
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Our partner for Grapesmith & Crusher Cabernet is a multi-generational
family and a pioneer in the region. The family is responsible for helping to

establish two top AVAs: Ancient Lakes and Wahluke Slope. They own several
responsibly farmed sites across the Columbia Valley region that amount to
almost 2,000 acres of vineyard land.  It is one of Oregon’s oldest vineyards,

located at 600-850 feet elevation in the foothills of the Oregon Coastal
Range. Hyland has one of the largest plantings of own rooted Cloury clone.

There is a huge commitment to responsible farming, with all vineyards live
certified and 80 acres dedicated to biodynamic practices. 

CHARDONNAY: All vines are sustainably farmed and planted on original rootstock. Whole cluster
pressed and fermented in stainless steel at roughly between 55 and 60 degrees Fahrenheit. Left on
lees for 7 months with stirring every 2 weeks for the first 2 months, then once per month for the
last 5 months. Matured in stainless steel and 20% new French oak for about 9 months prior to
bottling. 

 CABERNET SAUVIGNON: All vines are sustainably farmed and planted
on original rootstock. Yields are kept low. The Wahluke Slope fruit went
through primary and secondary fermentation in neutral barrels. The
minority portion of the blend was pressed into 100% New American
Oak barrels through MLF. Both portions of the blend matured for
approximately 13 months in barrel on lees. The barrels were periodically
topped up but not racked, allowing more lees contact to improve the
mouth feel.
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Small and maintaining a human scale, theIR estate covers a total of 18 hectares
of organically farmed vines alongside Mount Quarin. Aransat is Friulian slang

for orange. borgo savaian is Three generations with deep ties to the local
area, Cormons, which is 12 kilometers from the Slovenian border. This is a
family affair with the younger generation inspired to take over for their

parents after enjoying a bottle of Friulano in the family vineyard as a teen.
This is Italy after all. The family focuses on farming indigenous varieties

organically, with minimal intervention and is committed to a natural lifestyle
that is in harmony with its surroundings.

(SAUVIGNON BLANC/PINOT GRIGIO)   Farming practices are sustainable (lutte raisonné) with a
staunch commitment to operating organically. Vine training methods are in keeping with tradition
—Capuccina at 3,000 vines per ha and Guyot at 6,000 vines per ha. Grapes are de-stemmed
and with a natural fermentation on the skins occurring in stainless steel tanks at warmer
temperatures around 24 Celsius. Post fermentation maceration on skins lasted about 90 days. The
wine is unfiltered and racked twice prior to bottling. 
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These wines are the convergence of three important and historic Piedmont
wine growing families- Sartirano, Levis, and Arnulfo. The Sartirano family have

farmed their seven ha of sustainably farmed vineyards in Novello for four
generations, or since 1871. In 1988 Paolo Sartirano purchased the historic

estate, Costa di Bussia-Tenuta Arnulfo, a 27 ha sustainably farmed estate in  
the famous Bussia hill in Monforte d’Alba that dates back to 1760. Always

expanding, Paolo purchased another winery from the Levis family, long-time
friends and colleagues of the Sartirano’s in 2002. The wine is named after the

brothers or fratelli, Antonio and Raimondo Levis as a tribute. Paolo
staunchly believes that great wine can only be produced in the vineyard and

his winemaking style is traditional. He holds the utmost respect for his
family’s long and rich history of production in this classic region. 

(Barbera) No chemical fertilizers are used in the vineyard. A manual harvest, sorting is rigorous.
Grapes are de-stemmed and fermentation occurs in stainless steel at about 28–30 degrees

Celsius. Maceration on the skins for roughly eight days with daily pumping of the must over the
cap. Wine is then matured in stainless steel tanks. Lightly fined and minimally filtered.
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 Pet-Nat (Verdicchio) 30 ha of north-eastern exposed vines at around 300m altitude. Hand harvested.
Gentle pressing of whole bunches. Primary fermentation in tank until about 9.5% ABV. Bottled with crown
cap and stored at about 18 degrees Celsius. Released about 9 months following the harvest. 

 (L) Gatto Ganzo (Verdicchio) sourced from the coast of Le Marche for freshness, structure from acidity
and a saline quality on the finish. Careful selection at harvest. De-stemmed and skin contact in the press
for about four hours. Natural fermentation in stainless steel. Aging on lees in vat for four to five months.
With battonage to add richness and texture. Lightly fined with bentonite. Unfiltered. Minimal SO2 with no
added SO2. 

Gatto Arancio (Verdichio) Hand harvested. De-stemmed and whole bunches undergo a natural
fermentation in vat. Whole bunch portion left in contact with skin for 5 days, creating a sort of ‘infusion’
to extract flavor and aroma yet minimize tannin. MLF is blocked to retain a high level of freshness and
bright acidity. No additions other than minimal SO2 at bottling. Unfiltered.

(L)  (Sangiovese, Canaiolo, Mammolo) Gatto Rosso Certified organic, low yields, hand harvest, de-
stemmed, natural yeast fermentation in 300hl tanks at moderate temperatures, 24–28 degrees Celsius.
Batonnage once per month, and then once every other month following a naturally occurring MLF.
Lightly filtered and minimal SO2 added just prior to bottling. 

Founded in 1971, Cantina Viticoltori Senesi Aretini is a small cooperative
located between the provinces of Arezzo and Siena. Six of its growers
are certified organic while the rest are practicing. Viticoltori Senesi

Aretini is committed to maximizing the ultimate expression of the terroir
through its thoughtful practices in the vineyard and minimal

intervention in the cellar. Winemaker Mery Ferrara produces wine in a
graceful, elegant style that respects the fresh, mineral edge often

found in Italian wines. 
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An off-shoot of Alpha Zeta, Il Faggio is another Italian wine made
by a seemingly wayward Kiwi, Alana McGettigan. David Gleave, MW
set out to work intently with growers, ALL OF WHOM are small,
family owned, and not equipped to set up their own estates. The

result is excellent quality fruit at a tremendous value. The name
Il Faggio derives from the beech trees, which proliferate the area,

especially in the surrounding Abruzzo national park.
 

 (Montepulciano) From vineyards around San Salvo in the north of the region, grapes were
mainly hand-harvested off pergola-trained vines. De-stemmed, crushed and pumped into
stainless steel tanks, the wine fermented at temperatures up to 34 degrees Celsius for about 6
days. Frequent pump overs early to increase extraction were reduced toward the end of
fermentation. The wine was then transferred to tank for malolactic fermentation. Matured in
stainless steel and large format multi-use oak for approximately 9 months prior to bottling.
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A new brand of co-operative artisanship in Puglia introduces its maiden vintage
to LOS ANGELES with SILOS \ Valle d’Itria IGT Bianco. Founded by husband and

wife Roberto Lasorte and Stephanie Cuadra through a partnership with UPAL,
Cantina Sociale di Cisternino, Lasorte Cuadra is committed to preserving the
viticultural heritage of the Apulian limestone plateau nestled between the

Adriatic and Ionian Seas known as the Valle d’Itria—where ancient native white
grape varieties such as Verdeca, Bianco d’Alessano, Minutolo and Maresco are,

at long last, ready to emerge as new protagonists of quality-driven
winemaking in one of southern Italy’s most fascinating, yet under-explored,

rural landscapes. (6PK CASE)

* (60% Verdeca; 20% Bianco d'Alessano; 10% Minutolo; 10% Maresco) ‘Spalliera’ trained vines on
vertical trellis with single-guyot cane pruning. EXPOSURE: North-South orientation of vine rows optimize
canopy exposure throughout the day. SOIL: The region’s classic red soils of calcareous clay with notable

presence of weathered rock. VITICULTURE: Low impact farming with only sporadic use of sulphur-copper
spray thanks to low disease pressure on this well ventilated plateau. Harvested by hand WINEMAKING:

Mindful integration of skin maceration, temperature-controlled fermentation and extended lees aging in a
single 50-hL vat or ‘silos’ deliver a wine of technical precision while preserving the quintessential traits of

native grapes in a refreshingly regional style. No animal by products used.
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La Zerba was founded by Livio Lorenzi in 1973, in which Livio sustainined a
passion for agriculture handed down for generations. It is a family affair and

currently managed by Livio's daughter Grazia, her husband, Andrea, and his
son, Luigi. The name, La Zerba, identifies the location where the farm is located
(Alto Monferrato in the municipality of Tassarolo, Gavi) and in local dialect

means uncultivated place. The estate is comprised of 12 hectares, farmed
organically, and located in the Ligurian Apennines-Piemontese hills of Gavi.

There is the utmost respect for the nature that surrounds the estate.
Winemaking is natural and traditional, with minimal intervention and very low

additions of CO2. The resulting wines are highly expressive examples of
Cortese that aptly reflect their origin.

(Cortese) Hand harvest, de-stemmed and softly pressed into stainless steel for a natural
fermentation. Racked off gross lees and matured on fine lees for five months in stainless steel.
Battonage to add texture. Cold stabilized naturally, then lightly fined and filtered with minimal

SO2 added just prior to bottling. Three months in bottle prior to release.
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 (TREBBIANO PET-NAT) 

Certified organic and biodynamic farming. Harvest is completely by hand, in early
September. The grapes are destemmed and cold macerated for 8.5 hours. This is followed
by a soft, gentle pressing and then a small selection of the must is separated from the juice
and held in temperature control at 0 °C. Fermented at 18°C with only indigenous yeast.
After blending the bottles are filled and the wine is allowed to finish fermenting in the bottle
with no additions There is no sulfur added at any point in the process.

The pietramore estate consists of 70 hectares of organically and
biodynamically farmed vines. Pietramore demonstrates Abruzzo’s

potential for quality wine with a high level of expressiveness. The name
reflects Maria’s love and respect for the soil. Pietra= stone. Amore =

love. Maria started Pietramore in 2011; nestled in a gorgeous area
between the Maiella mountains and the Adriatic Sea. The result is a unique

microclimate with very diverse soil. Maria works with indigenous
varieties but adds personality to the wines through her creative side.

 (PECORINO)

 Certified organic and biodynamic. Harvest is by hand, yields are kept low at
around 4 tons/hectare. Pressed and maceration on skins 8–12 hours.
Fermentation of free run juice in stainless steel at 16–17 degrees Celsius and
left on lees. 3 months in bottle prior to release. 
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These wines are produced by Hunter’s Estate, one of the oldest and very
best producers in new zealand. The family were pioneers along with Cloudy
Bay. All sustainably farmed, estate fruit, the wines reflect an artisanal
example of Marlborough. OCD is the wine that launched Communal Brands.
Inspired by Melissa Saunders’ obsessive nature about wine.

OCD (Sauvignon Blanc) Estate grown and sustainably farmed. Fermentation vessels are predominantly
stainless steel, with a very small percentage in French Oak, to contribute a layer of texture. Fermentation
takes place at approximately 15 degrees Celsius and lasts approximately 3 weeks. Skin contact is avoided
and the wine rests on lees for approximately 6 weeks. Lightly fined and filtered prior to bottling.

OCD (Pinot Noir) Estate grown and sustainably farmed. A portion of the fruit was hand-picked and
plunged in small open vats until the fermentation completed. The machine harvested portion fermented in
stainless steel. The ferment was pumped over twice per day with temperatures reaching 32 degrees Celsius.
A percentage of the ferment was transferred to barrels to complete the fermentation in new oak. The
balance was aged in one and 2 year old French barriques for 10 months. Light fining with egg white.
 
Orbis Moderandi (Pet-Nat Sauvignon Blanc) Carefully harvested from the stunning sustainably farmed
vineyards at Hunter’s. The fruit was pressed and allowed to settle naturally, before fermenting in stainless
tanks until ready for bottling. The wine was bottled at about 14g/L sugar, which is 30% lower sugar than
you would bottle a traditional sparkling wine. The sediment in the bottom are yeast lees along with a few
tartrates as the juice was not cold stabilized or disgorged. The wine was unsulphured at bottling so that the
ferment could finish. 

Orbis Moderandi (Pet-Nat Pinot Noir) Hand harvested off of a single block. 10 days on skins to enhance
color, but with only 2-3 pumpovers to minimize tannin extraction and maintain a juicy, fresh style to the
wine. Gravity drained into stainless steel to complete the first fermentation. Bottled with about 10g/l RS for
the second fermentation in bottle. No SO2.
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Casal de Ventozela consists of 45 hectares of sustainably farmed
vineyards in the heart of the Vinho Verde region. The estate was recently

certified for “Integrated Production” which refers to a sustainable
farming system that places an emphasis on involving the entire vineyard as

an ecosystem and the preservation and improvement of soil fertility, as
well as a diversified environment. The vines are located in two sub-
regions: Vale do Ave and Vale do Covado. The estate is a family run

business, with a strong focus on the environment and a genuine passion
for wine and nature. Ventozela has a noble history dating back to 1874. A
century later, it was acquired by the current director of the company,

Jose Ferrera Cortinhas, who was responsible for resurrecting the estate
following the April 25 revolution in 1974. 

Pseudónimo (Pet-Nat Loureiro, Trajadura) Hand-harvest. After a pre-fermentation maceration, the grapes are
pressed and fermented in temperature controlled tanks. Before fermentation is complete the wine is bottled and
allowed to finish fermentation. This is the traditional way sparkling wine was made, a true “Pet-Nat, or naturally
sparkling wine.” The wine was not disgorged or filtered in any way, so the final result is a cloudy wine with some
sediment, this contributes to the amazing mouthfeel and formidable freshness of the wine.

Ve-Ve (Arinto, Loureiro, Trajadura) Hand-harvest. After a pre-fermentation maceration, the grapes are pressed,
followed by alcoholic fermentation at a controlled temperature between 16ºc and 18ºc in stainless steel. After
fermentation, the wine spends 3 months on the fine lees with occasional batonnage. It is then lightly filtered.

 Contatto (Avesso) Hand picked, de-stemmed, fermentation in 5,000L tanks, on the skins, for about 2 weeks. Left
to settle for another 2 weeks then pressed into tank for 3 months on lees, with occasional battonage. Lightly fined
and filtered. Minimal SO2.

 Ve-Ve Rose (Espadeiro) Hand-harvest. The whole grapes then undergo a 10 day cold pre-fermentation
maceration, the grapes are then pressed, followed by alcoholic fermentation at a controlled temperature between
16ºc and 18ºc in stainless steel. After fermentation, the wine spends 3 months on the fine lees. Lightly fined and
filtered.

Rodrigo (Tinta Roriz, Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca)  Fruit is sourced from the family’s 27 ha of vines located
around 450 meters at the edge of the Cima-Corgo and Duoro Superior. Hand harvest, de-stemmed, fermentation
in 5 and 10 ton stainless steel tanks, then matured, 70% in stainless steel and 30% in 225L 3rd and 4th year 225L
barrique for 16 months prior to the final blending. Lightly fined and filtered. Minimal SO2. 
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Brut (Macabeo, Parellada, Xarel-lo)  Sustainable farming. Hand-harvested. Very low yields at 1hl
of must for every 150kg of grapes. A mild first press is clarified and taken to the fermentation
vats. The wine is then blended and bottled for the second fermentation. Aged a minimum 14
months on lees. The bubbles are fine and persistent at 5.6 bar of atmospheric pressure. 10g/1
dosage.

Castell d’Or is a group of top-quality cooperative cellars from different
wine areas in Catalonia. Flama Roja is produced by Vila-Rodona, in the sub-

region of Tarragona. This cooperative is known for having the best
growers in the region, as well as an incredible level of meticulousness in

the cellar. OPERATING AS A cooperative haS GIVEN THEM THE ABILITY TO CREATE a
Cava of boutique production level quality at an incredible price point.

Brut-Rosat (Parellada, Trepat) Sustainable farming. Hand-harvested. Very low yields at 1hl of
must for every 150kg of grapes. A mild first press is clarified and taken to the fermentation vats.
The wine is then blended and bottled for the second fermentation. Aged a minimum 14 months on
lees. The bubbles are fine and persistent at 5.6 bar of atmospheric pressure 6–7 hours maceration
on skins. 11g/l dosage.
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DAS GLITZ (Moscato Giallo, Muller Thurgau) Hand harvest off steep slopes. No chemicals in the vineyard,
Natural fermentation in 2500L stainless steel tanks. Bottled with 12g/l residual sugar to finish the second
fermentation at 20 degrees Celsius for 3 weeks. 

DAS GLITZ ROSA (Pinot Noir, Regent) Hand harvest off steep slopes. No chemicals in the vineyard, Natural
fermentation in 2500L stainless steel tanks. Bottled with 12g/l residual sugar to finish the second fermentation at
20 degrees Celsius for 3 weeks. 

DAS TROCKEN  (L) (Riesling) Vines are sustainably farmed and located in the heart of Weiler. Hand harvested off
steep slopes. Gently pressed and allowed to ferment naturally in stainless steel tanks. The wine is then rested for up to 6
months on the fine lees adding to the beautiful texture.

DAS ORANGE (L) (Riesling) Grapes hark from Weilerer Herrenzehntel. Chemicals are avoided in the vineyard and
harvest is by hand, and early, in order to retain a youthful nerve. De-stemmed and a natural fermentation in 600L
tanks at moderate temperatures. Skin contact for 15 days post primary fermentation. MLF occurred naturally on the
skins. Naturally settling in tank and unfiltered. A smidgen of SO2 added just before bottling.

DAS BRONZE (L) (Pinot Gris) Hand harvested off of Schlossberg, a tiny, steeply sloped plot. Whole bunch
pressed into stainless steel for a natural fermentation. 6 weeks on skins. Unfined and unfiltered with minimal SO2
added just prior to bottling.

DAS ROXY (L) (Dornfelder, Regent) Hand picked and destemmed followed by a natural fermentation in stainless
steel. A short, seven day maceration to retain a fresh, juicy character to the wine. Unfined and unfiltered with
minimal SO2 added just prior to bottling.

Peter & Michael Ebert are two young brothers at the helm of Weingut
Edelberg. A 21.5 ha sustainably farmed estate in the Nahe. Michael Ebert began
his career under the tutelage of Klaus Keller. Weingut Keller in Rheinhessen

is considered by many to be the absolute pinnacle of dry Rieslings. Most
important to him was Klaus’ unwavering devotion to quality and the

understanding that “to make great wine you must start with beautiful
grapes.” In their farming practices, they live by the motto “as much as

necessary, as little as possible”. This ethos extends into the winery as well,
with low intervention in the winemaking process.
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Michel Nartz is a family winery established in the picturesque and medieval
village of Dambach-la-Ville. The family possess five sustainably farmed
hectares, and are very proud to have vineyards located in the heart of
the Grand Cru Frankstein, one of the 51 Grand Crus in Alsace which has a

particular granitic soil that gives an intense minerality to the wine.
Recently, Gaby & Michel Nartz gave the reins of the wine-making to their

daughter, Laurence. She is a great winemaker, well known for her
creativity and passion for the wine. She defines a great wine as the sum of

small actions, from a respect for nature and its energies, to the
development of the vineyards. (limited supply) 

Cui Cui Cremant (Auxerrois, Pinot Blanc, Pinot Gris, Riesling) Hand harvest. A pneumatic press gently
extracts the juice but none of the bitterness from the seeds and stems. Primary fermentation in stainless steel
at controlled temperatures. Secondary fermentation is done using the traditional (Champagne) method with
a long slow fermentation to build up effervescence in the bottle for a minimum of 12 months. The bottles are
then disgorged and receive a small 5–6 gram per liter dosage. 

Pinot Gris This Pinot Gris is planted on clay-schist ground and has very deep roots. Hand harvest. Stainless
steel fermentation at cooler temperatures. Unfined and gently filtered. 

Gewurztraminer The terroir here is very gravelly, rich in limestone and clay. This forces the vines to dig very
deep down into the earth. The result is a vine which is said to be “Millerandé” a French term which refers to
a vine that has struggled in its soil. Hand harvest. Fermented in stainless steel at controlled temperatures.
Unfined and gently filtered.

Riesling This Riesling is planted on a sandy granitic soil. Every other row is planted with grass to increase
the vigor of the vines. Hand harvest. Fermented in stainless steel with controlled temperatures. Unfined and
gently filtered.
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(Sauvignon Blanc) Sustainable farming. De-stemmed. One third of the Sauvignon Blanc production is macerated
with skin to naturally bring down the acidity while adding body and fruit depending on the needs of the year. Gentle
pressing with a pneumatic press, cooling maceration (bring the wine to cold temperature: 5°C) during 7 days, then
kept under controlled temperature (17°C) for 3 or 4 weeks. The wine is aged on fine lees in stainless steel tanks and

then bottled in December.

 (50% Cabernet Franc, 25% Chenin Blanc, 25% Chardonnay) Sustainably farmed. Hand harvest. Very gentle
pressing of whole bunches. Primary fermentation in stainless steel at about 18 C to retain freshness. Secondary

fermentation in bottle with a minimum of 20 months on lees. Around 1g/l dosage to balance. LIMITED!

 (Gamay) Sustainable farming. Hand harvest. Semi-carbonic maceration in vat, with the de-stemmed portion of the
harvest on the bottom and whole bunches on top. The wine rests on fine lees until bottling around March/April.

LIMITED!

The domaine consists of 29 hectares of sustainably farmed vines on some of
the finest sites in Touraine, on the south bank of the river Cher. In 2010, after

spending four years learning alongside their parents at the family estate,
brother and sister Ludivine and Rodolphe Marteau bought the property.

Although they came from a fourth-generation wine making family, the young
duo sought education and experience before taking over completely. Until

2021, they worked in lock-step, with Rodolphe focusing on the vineyards and
cellar and Lulu the marketing, but both navigating the day to day of the

Domaine together. In 2021, Rodolphe relocated with his family, leaving Lulu
at the helm. She uses the wisdom of hard-earned experience gleaned from

time with her brother, as well as her ancestors, She embraces tradition, and
balances this with modern technology and innovation. The delicate, mineral

driven freshness of the wine also gave us an idea for the label, which is
bright, light and inviting. Lulu seemed like the perfect name, and it seemed all
the more perfect when we realized that Lulu was Ludivine’s nickname as well!
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Auvergne has a long wine growing tradition that dates back to Roman and
Domaine Sorin-Coquard is a 25 hectare estate on its 4th generation. Practices

in the vineyard are organic and the Domaine is HEV, Level 3 certified. The
Domaine and its vines are located in the commune of Saint Bris le Vineux. The

family business produces wine on clay and limestone soils in a low
intervention manner that aims to preserves transparency and expressiveness.

Pascal, his wife Cristine Coquard, and their son Pierre, currently run the
Domaine. They aim to respect the history and tradition established by Jacques

and Jean-Pierre Sorin in previous generations. This family adheres to the
philosophy that the best wines are produced in the vineyard.

 (Chardonnay) Careful harvest, gentle pressing into stainless steel and concrete tanks for primary
and malolactic fermentation with indigenous yeast. Maturation in stainless steel for approximately
9 months. Bentonite fining and lightly filtered. Organically farmed.

 (Pinot Noir) Careful harvest and gentle pressing into stainless steel and concrete vats for
fermentation with indigenous yeast. Maturation in concrete vats and 15% used oak barrels for
about 12 months. Unfined and lightly filtered. Organically farmed.
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Auvergne has a long wine growing tradition that dates back to Roman and
Gallic times. Saint-Verny is a small, highly dedicated, 65-grower cooperative
that worked diligently to establish AOC status for Cotes d’Auvergne in 2011.

All vineyards are farmed sustainably, and many are organic. Prior to
recognizing its independent AOC status, the area was considered an extension
of the Loire Valley, and its unique volcanic soil and topographical attributes
had not been formally recognized. The vineyards stretch across 170 hectares

from Riom in the north to Issoire in the south. The vines grow on volcanic
soils, which contribute a real mineral driven character to the wines. The

focus is on a minimalist approach in the cellar in order to maximize terroir
expression. A cooperative structure allows these passionate growers to

realize the benefits of their efforts in their vineyards, as it would not make
economic sense for them to bottle fruit from their small plots

independently.

 (CHARDONNAY) Sustainably farmed and gentle machine harvest to maximize efficiencies.
Fermentation occurs in stainless steel with indigenous yeast. MLF is blocked to retain vibrancy.
 3–6 months on fine lees. Fined without animal products and filtered before bottling.

 (PINOT NOIR) Sustainably farmed and gentle machine harvest to maximize efficiencies. 
Fermentation occurs in stainless steel with indigenous yeast. 3–6 months on fine lees.
 Fined without animal products and filtered before bottling.
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 (Aligote) From a single plot located in the village of Molosmes. A very good farmer, Francois’s
practices in the vineyard are sustainable. They make their own compost and use a hands off

approach. Hand harvest. Gentle pressing into stainless steel tanks. No additions, with the
fermentation occurring naturally. Lees aging for 8 months prior to bottling. Bottled unfiltered with
minimal fining without animal products The slight cloudiness to the wine is intentional, with such

little intervention the true character of the Aligote is preserved.

The Domaine Moutard-Diligent extends over 25 ha of sustainably farmed
vineyards in Chablis and Tonnerois. The Moutard family has been making
Champagne for the past four centuries. Francois Moutard and his two

sisters, Agnes and Veronique, are fervent defenders of the family heritage.
Never resting on their laurels, the family has ventured into Burgundy, a
logical avenue for expansion given its proximity to Champagne and grape

varietal mix. Moutard-Diligent is the result of a union in 1960 between Lucien
Moutard and Josette Diligent, Francois’ parents. History, tradition and a

commitment to unsurpassable quality define the domaine.
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(Pinot Noir) Hand harvest of thoughtfully selected grapes. 100% Pinot Noir (Blanc de Noirs).
Primary and malolactic fermentation in stainless steel and 228L barrels. The temperature is

naturally controlled in the protection of the majestic caves. Bottled unfined, lightly filtered and
with a minimal addition of SO2. A minimum of 18 months on the lees, with the aim to preserve

freshness and impart depth, texture and complexity. 6g/l dosage. LIMITED!

Champagne JB Hery is a small, independent producer in Chalons en Champagne
(Marne). JB owns half a hectare in the Village of Fleury la Rivière, and at the

moment, purchases fruit from another 2.5 hectares in Côte des Bars, Côte
des Blancs & Vitryat. After spending 15 years selling and educating about the
region, he had a dream to produce his own Champagne that encompasses all

the knowledge he amassed over his years engaging with the market. In the
19th century, Chalons used to be known as the "capital of Champagne" due

to the extensive chalk caves that lurk below the surface, and possess
optimal conditions to age and store Champagne completely naturally. This

rich tradition fell out of fashion with the turn of the century, when it
became more profitable to producer beets and potatoes.Today, JB Hery is one
of only two houses in Chalons! The exceptionally expansive caves of JB Hery
date back to Gallo-Roman times. Though they prove less 'convenient' than
air conditioned warehouses where forklifts replace a manual process, JB

fervently defends tradition and is staunchly committed to resurrecting the
charm, character and practicality of these caves and the rich heritage in

Chalons.
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 (Gros Manseng) Organic and with biodynamic practices. The vineyard is located on a very particular soil, rare
and local, called “Sables Fauves”, renowned in the Armagnac area for freshness and minerality to the wines.

Hand harvest. Destemmed, crushed and with a short skin maceration. Fermented in stainless steel and aged on
the fine lees for three months. Cold stabilized before bottling.

Domaine de Laballe, consists of five and a half organically farmed vines Gros
Manseng vines, of which three and a half are being worked biodynamically. It

is a one-of-a-kind winery nestled in the heart of the French Southwest, in
between Landes and Gers. The Domaine was first bought by Jean Dominique

Laudet in 1820. From there, it was passed along generation to generation. The
eighth generation is now running the Domaine with Cyril and his wife, Julie. By
respecting his family heritage and traditions, Cyril is now producing wines

with their very own identity. 

 (Cabernet Franc, Merlot) (Extremely limited supply) Organic and with biodynamic practices. The vineyard is
located on a very particular soil, rare and local, called “Sables Fauves”, renowned in the Armagnac area for

freshness and minerality to the wines. Hand harvest. Destemmed, crushed and with a very short skin
maceration. Fermented in stainless steel and aged on the fine lees. Cold stabilized before bottling.
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(Picpoul) Sustainable farming. Hand harvested with immediate pressing and cold settling at a very low temperature.
Aged on the fine lees with occasional batonnage. Great attention is paid to protecting the wine with a high level of

CO2 throughout until bottling, allowing a lower level of sulphites to be used.

The Domaine Morin Langaran consists of 60 sustainably farmed hectares in the
Languedoc, near the Bassin de Thau and running along the Via Domitia. The

domaine has a long and rich history, existing since 1330. The Morin family, who
have been a winemaking family since the early 1800’s, acquired it in 1966. Caroline

Morin has taken over as winemaker for the family from her father Albert.
Caroline, a young and dynamic winemaker, brings out the best of this excellent

terroir in wines with much finesse and a lovely minerality.
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 Rose (Cinsault, Grenache, Mourvedre, Syrah) Organic and sustainable. Hand harvest, de-stemmed, around
12 hours of maceration, natural fermentation in stainless steel, cold stabilized, fined, filtered, filled! 

Les Vignerons des Roquemaure, or Rocca Maura, is a small, local cooperative
of 50 growers, established in 1922. This co-op is defined by its history,
character, intimate size and commitment to organic and sustainable

practices in the vineyard. A cooperative structure allows for access to top
quality, micro-growers that would never have the ability to scale

themselves to a sustainable level independently. Working cooperatively,
they are able to focus on their strengths in the vineyard and collaborate
with a winemaker that shares their production philosophy and sensibility.
The end result is market access to top quality producers that would not

otherwise have a route to market at reasonable prices.
 (nine 1.5l bags to a case)

Rhone (Carignan, Cinsault, Grenache, Mourvedre, Syrah) Only a few hectares of organically farmed vines
on the plateau de Vallongue. Very low yields, around 30hl/ha, from classic Lirac terroir, where galet roulés
(very large stones) and a rich, red clay, dominate the landscape. Hand harvest, de-stemmed, crushed and a
natural fermentation in tank. Gentle daily pump-overs for a light extraction. Three weeks on the skins, then
pressed into concrete tanks and aged on lees for a few months. A high percentage of Cinsault in the blend

results in an elegant example of CDR, where freshness prevails over structure.
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Acri Wine Company IS OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE HUSBAND AND WIFE TEAM OF BEN
AND KATIE SPOSATO, WHO are passionate about bringing winemaking back to Los
Angeles COUNTY. BEN AND KATIE ARE constantly striving to show how incredible

Southern California wines can be BY HIGHLIGHTING low intervention, varietal
driven wine that showcaseS the fruit from sustainably farmed, family-owned

vineyards all across Southern California. All of THEIR wines are made in
extremely small quantities and supply is limited.

All of THE label artwork is created by Los Angeles native Gary Ward
(@crashward)

 

 (90% Cabernet Franc, 5% Petite Sirah, and 5% Sangiovese) 2021 Palomar Mountain Cabernet Franc, San
Diego County. Native fermentation. Aged 18 months in neutral French oak barrels. 31 Cases Produced. 14.6%
abv 

  (100% Nebbiolo) 2021 Nebbiolo, San Diego County. Native fermentation. Aged 19 months in neutral
French oak barrels. 59 Cases Produced. 14.2% abv

100% Sangiovese) 2021 Sangiovese, San Diego County Native fermentation. Aged 19 months in neutral
French oak barrels. 73 Cases Produced. 14.6% abv

(100% Petite Sirah) 2020 Petite Sirah, San Diego County. Native fermentation. Aged 19 months in neutral
French oak barrels. 37 Cases Produced. 14.3% abv

(81% Merlot, 19% Malbec) 2020 Merlot, Los Angeles County. Native fermentation. Aged 21 months in
neutral French oak barrels. • 59 Cases Produced. 14.9% abv
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BRUT (52% Pinot Noir, 45% Chardonnay, 3% Pinot Meunier.) 

Aged 48 months. Acid 0.73g/100mL  pH 3.32 Residual Sugar 0.7% Alcohol %12.5

Guided by the expert hand of award-winning winemaker Penny Gadd-Coster,
Breathless wines were created by 3 sisters to honor their late mother. they
are dedicated to sparkling winemaking in the time-honored French method. By
employing this méthode champenoise—the traditional second fermentation in

the bottle—and using the finest select Pinot Noir, Pinot Meunier, and
Chardonnay grapes, Breathless sparkling wines pair beautifully with all of

lifes moments, from the everyday to the extraordinary.

BRUT ROSE (83% Pinot Noir, 10% Chardonnay, 7% Pinot Meunier.) 

Aged 48 months. Acid 0.70g/ml  pH 3.05 Residual Sugar 1.1% Alcohol %12.5

BLANC DE NOIRS (100% Pinot Noir)

 Aged 36 months. Acid 0.79g/100mL  pH 3.19 Residual Sugar 0.80% Alcohol %12.

BLANC DE BLANCS (100% Chardonnay)

 Aged 48 months. Acid 0.87g/100mL pH 3.05 Residual Sugar 0.70%Alcohol %12.5
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Centralas is a Los Angeles-based, ecologically focused winery using delicious
wine to connect you to local farming that improves the environment. nONE OF
THEIR farmers use herbicides or chemical pesticides. Most are certified organic
or biodynamic, and dry-farmed. Thoughtful organic, regenerative, and local
viticulture reduces our carbon footprint, and prevents harmful chemicals
from entering our land, air, and waterways. It protects the health of the

environment, which in turn protects our health. It also provides a clean and
safe work environment for the humans and other animals who work and live in
and around the vineyards. Ecological viticulture also protects biodiversity in
the vineyard soil, flora, and fauna. This biodiversity grows more nutrient dense
fruit resulting in more complex and vibrant wine. Centralas sets an example by

listing all ingredients used, so you know exactly what goes into the wine
you’re drinking. 

 

 (100% Certified Organic Grenache)  Hussy Barrel Aged Rose: From Spear Vineyards in Santa Rita Hills.
Picked, stomped, pressed, settled, then fermented & aged in 4 neutral barrels and 1 one-year old American oak
barrel for 1 year. 

  Noctilucence: “Night-shine” is the perfect summer “red.” Made as a true rosé, but extra-dark, so we call it a Rosé
Noir. It is low alcohol - 12% - super refreshing and dangerously chuggable. Made only with organic & biodyanmic
grapes, and minimal sulfites, and that’s it! Pure, clean, delicious, and fun. Serve chilled. 

 Lost Is Found: Vineyard: Antelope Valley AVA, Los Angeles County In the case of this wine we literally don’t
know what variety of grape made this wine. This is partly due to a change of ownership in the vineyard, and
perhaps the vagaries of time, and maybe even mis-labeling at a nursery somewhere along the way. So give it
your best guess… there’s no wrong, or right, answer.

(100% Certified Organic Pinot Noir) From Spear Vineyards in Santa Rita Hills. Grapes were fully destemmed
and allowed to ferment indigenously, with a single punch-down per day in two-ton open-top T-bins. Aged one
year in used oak barrels. Bottled unfined & unfiltered. Vegan.

Lopez Vineyard: Fontana, Cucamonga Valley AVA, San Bernardino County. Lopez Vineyard is certified organic,
never sprayed, never watered (dry-farmed), and over 100 years old. Whole cluster indigenous fermentation,
pressed when dry, aged in used barrels approx 12 months. (Limited)
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 (Albariño)  The Tortured Artist: Sustainable Farming-Jack Ranch Vineyard – Edna Valley, CA.
Aging – 6 months in French Acacia. Alc. 13.8%
210 Cases Produced

League of Rogues is led by Jessica Leitch. LOR is a small production winery
specializing in albariño, syrah, and zinfandel from California’s Central

Coast. She sources from some of the most sought after sustainable
vineyards meticulously crafting wines without the use of additives or

chemicals.

(Syrah) Wild Child: All Natural Semi-Carbonic. Sustainable Farming – Curtis Vineyard, Los
Olivos, CA. Aging – 6 months in Neutral Oak
Alc. 13.5%. Only 115 Cases Produced!
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 Resilience (100% Pinot Noir) 

2021 Rockets Red Resilience is 100% Santa Barbara County Pinot Noir. Intense dried cherry notes lead the
way on this native fermented wine. Aged for 15 months in neutral oak, it’s unfined and unfiltered.

From Jason: This Resilience wine is dedicated to all the veterans suffering from the invisible wounds of war
and the proceeds will be donated to a veteran charity that helped save my life. (Homebase.org)

when Jason "JG-Zeek" Mergenov retired from serving over 20 years in the
military, he used his GI bill to earn two associate degrees in grape growing

and winemaking. While in school, he worked part-time in tasting rooms and did
several internships learning various aspects of the wine industry. In 2018 he
started Rockets Red Wines to share the wines he loves while giving back to

veterans and his local community.

 Fizzion Pet-Nat (100% Pinot Noir) 

Hand harvested at Wind Willow Farm, the temperature at harvest was over 100f and the heat caused additional
maceration, leading to more tannin extraction and deeper rosé color. 

 Rose (100% Pinot Noir)

 Hand harvested from the Allan Hancock Vineyard in Santa Barbara County.
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